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Abstract

The Direct Torque Control (DTC) technique requires stator currents and DC bus voltage, as well as inverter switch states, in order to 

estimate stator flux and electromagnetic torque values. Measurement of phase currents in real time with current sensors is a common 

method of gathering this data. To control a Five-Phase Induction Motor (FPIM), the DTC needs at least four alternating current (AC) 

sensors and one voltage sensor. When utilized in a global training system, this number has disadvantages due to cost, size, and non-

linearity. The purpose of this article is to show how to remove the alternating current sensors from an FPIM's DTC. This is accomplished 

by reconstructing the phase currents using a simple DC current sensor placed at the voltage inverter's input and modifying the 

classical DTC control technique by using a good choice of certain allowable switching vectors of a five-phase voltage inverter, the 18° 

zone offset strategy of the stator flux, and developing a new commutation table for the stator currents construction. The proposed 

control approach is supported by simulation results.
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1 Introduction
The technological development of static power convert-
ers capable of delivering adjustable frequencies allows 
the three-phase AC motor to be used as the main driving 
machine for a very long time. However, this converter-ma-
chine assembly is still restricted to the lower limit of the 
high power range due to the electrical stresses on the semi-
conductors and their low switching frequency.

However, in order to provide electric drive for applica-
tions requiring a higher power level, beyond several tens 
of megawatts, the solution consists of the use of electric 
machines with more than three phases, i.e., polyphase 
machines, since they offer many potential advantages com-
pared to their three-phase counterparts [1, 2]. These benefits 
are mainly related to: increased fault tolerance; higher pow-
ers achieved through power segmentation; improved drive 
performance in terms of efficiency and torque ripples [3].

The first vector control method of an AC motor was the 
flux oriented method presented by "Hasse (IFOC) [4]" and 
"Blaschke (FOC) [5] in the early 70s". These methods have 

been studied and discussed by many researchers and have 
now become standard for the industry. The FOC method guar-
antees the decoupling of flux and torque. However, its main 
disadvantages are: the large computing capacity required and 
the mandatory identification of the machine parameters.

In the mid-1980s new control strategies for induction motor 
torque control were introduced by "Takahashi and Noguchi 
as Direct Torque Control (DTC) [6]" and by "Depenbrock 
as Direct Self Control (DSC) [7, 8]". These methods, thanks 
to the alternative approach to induction motor control, have 
become alternatives for classical vector control - FOC.

Indeed, excellent dynamic performance and structural 
simplicity are the main features of conventional direct 
torque control. However, the classic DTC has several dis-
advantages, the most important of which is the variable 
switching frequency operation and using current sensors. 
Generally, current sensors with galvanic isolation such 
as Hall Effect sensors and current transducers are widely 
used in many applications. Such a type of sensor works 
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well, but brings disadvantages to the overall training sys-
tem in terms of cost, size and non-linearity [9, 10].

In recent years, another scheme of AC sensorless DTC 
control has been proposed for three-phase AC machines [11]. 
In this new method, a suitable method to reconstruct phase 
currents and voltages from a single current sensor placed at 
the input of the inverter is designed, with a double modifi-
cation of the classical DTC technique by using in the first a 
simple strategy of moving the sectors of the stator flux and 
in the second modification, the control system should be 
able to generate additional voltage vectors. This objective 
can be achieved by applying to each period different volt-
age vectors in predetermined time intervals, leading to the 
technique of discrete vector modulation.

We are interested in this article in the study and appli-
cation of DTC control without alternating current sensors 
to the driving of the FPIM by a modification of the classic 
DTC control. The simulation study is carried out under the 
Simulink environment of MATLAB.

2 General principles of Direct Torque Control
The DTC of a polyphase machine is based on the direct 
determination of the command sequence applied to the 
switches of a voltage inverter. This choice is generally based 
on the use of hysteresis regulators whose function is to con-
trol the state of the system, namely here the amplitude of the 
flux of the stator and the electromagnetic torque [12, 13].

3 Direct torque control of five phase induction motor
The block diagram of the DTC control of a FPIM is shown 
in Fig. 1; the FPIM is connected to a five-phase inverter. 
This inverter is made up of five branches, each made up 
of two pairs of switches, assumed to be perfect and whose 
controls are complementary; each switch is modeled by 
two states defined by the following logic function:
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3.1 Operation and sequences of a five-phase voltage 
inverter
A five phase voltage inverter achieves thirty-one distinct 
positions in the phase plane, corresponding to the thir-
ty-two sequences of the output voltage of the inverter, we 
can write [14, 15]:
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The 32 sequences are divided into 30 active vectors 
( V1 to V30 ) and two zero vectors ( V0 and V31 ), and are rep-
resented in the complex plane (α-β) as shown in Fig. 2. 

We will therefore seek to control the flux and the torque 
via the choice of the voltage vector which will be done by a 
configuration of the switches. By imposing that the active 
vectors which have a median amplitude ( V16 , V27 , V1 , V23 , 
V2 , V15 , V4 , V30 , V8 , and V29 ) and two vectors ( V0 and V31 ) 
correspond to zero vectors. The representation of these 
vectors on the plane α-β is given by Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the DTC of a FPIM
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3.2 Voltage vector selection
In order to fix the magnitude of the stator flux vector, the end 
of the flux vector must have a circular trajectory. For this, the 
voltage vector applied must always be perpendicular to the 
flux vector. But as we only use ten vectors, we have to accept 
an amplitude variation around the desired value.

The choice of vector Vs depends on the position of the 
vector Фs , of the desired variation for the modulus of the 
vector Фs , the variation desired for the torque, and the 
direction of rotation of Фs .

The complex plane α-β fixed to the stator is subdivided 
into ten sectors Si , with i = 1…10 such as:

2 3
10

2 1
10

i S ii�� � � � �� �� � . 

Each sector Si will contain an active space vector Vi of 
inverter voltage as shown in the diagram in Fig. 4. The flux 
then rotates counterclockwise.

When the flux vector is in the area numbered i and the 
motor is rotating counterclockwise, the voltage vector Vi+1 

is chosen to increase both the stator flux and the electromag-
netic torque. The vector Vi+2 is chosen to increase the torque 
but reduce the stator flux. The two zero voltage vectors ( V0 
and V31 ) are used to reduce the torque and at the same time 
block the stator flux. Vector Vi−2 is used to decrease torque 
and flux in brake mode and vector Vi−1 reduces torque and 
increases flux. Fig. 4 shows an example of the stator flux 
vector located in sector 1 with the voltage vectors.

3.3 Flux and torque estimation
3.3.1 Stator flux estimation
The flux estimate is made from measurements of the stator 
quantities (current and voltage) of the machine.

From Eq. (3):
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The voltages Vsα and Vsβ are obtained from the com-
mands sa , sb , sc , sd , se and from the measurement of the 
voltage Vpn with the application of course of the CLARKE 
transform:
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Fig. 2 Representation of the switching vectors of the five-phase inverter

Fig. 3 Active vectors which have median amplitude for the  
five-phase inverter

Fig. 4 Selection of the voltage vector according to zone i
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Similarly, the currents Isα and Isβ are obtained from the 
measurement of the real currents isa , isb , isc , isd and ise such 
that isa + isb + isc + isd + ise = 0 and by the application of the 
CLARKE transform:
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The modulus of the stator flux of a FPIM is written: 
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The zone (i) in which the vector Фs is located is deter-
mined from the components Фsα and Фsβ . The angle ( θsr ) 
is equal:
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3.3.2 Electromagnetic torque estimation
The electromagnetic torque can be estimated only from 
the flux and current stator quantities. Thus, from the com-
ponents (α, β) of the flux and current quantities, the torque 
can be put in the form:

T p I Iem s s s s� �� �5
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. (11)

3.4 Elaboration of the commutation table
According to the DTC principle, the correct selection of 
the voltage vector, at each sampling period, is made to 
maintain the torque and the flux within the limits of the 
two hysteresis bands. In particular, the selection is made 
based on the instantaneous flux error eФ , the torque error 
eT and according to the stator flux vector position.

The optimal selection of switching vectors in all plane 
sectors of the stator flux can be represented in the form 
of a Table 1.

4 Direct torque control algorithm of FPIM without 
AC sensors
4.1 Measurement of phase currents for DTC control
To estimate the values of the stator flux and the electro-
magnetic torque, the DTC technique control requires 
information about stator currents and the DC bus voltage 
which is used with the switch states of the inverter. So 
the stator currents information is generally obtained by 
instantaneous measurement of phase currents using cur-
rent sensors. Generally, current sensors with galvanic iso-
lation such as Hall Effect sensors and current transducers 
are widely used in many applications. Such a type of sensor 
works well, but brings disadvantages to the overall train-
ing system in terms of cost, size and non-linearity [12, 13].

4.2 Technique of DTC control without alternating 
current sensors
The conventional direct torque control technique for 
FPIM requires at least four current sensors. The proposed 
scheme of the DTC control described in this article uses a 
simple DC current sensor to measure the DC bus current 
at the input of the inverter Fig. 5.

To this end, we choose from 32 voltage vectors of five 
phase inverter only 10 which enable us to measure one of 
the five phase currents, and then we elaborate a suitable 
method to reconstruct the phase currents by a simple mod-
ification of the classical DTC technique, using a simple 
strategy of displacements of the sectors of the stator flux.

Two modifications of the classic DTC control technique 
are used to estimate the five phase currents from a single 
current sensor placed at the input of the inverter. In the first 
modification, the control system should be able to generate 
additional voltage vectors. This objective can be achieved 
by applying to each period different voltage vectors in pre-
determined time intervals, leading to the technique of dis-
crete vector modulation. By using this modulation strategy, 
new voltage vectors can be synthesized compared to those 
used in the classical DTC control technique.

It has been verified that the subdivision of the sampling 
period into four equal time intervals leads to a reduction 
in the number of current sensors without the need for more 
complex commutation tables. In addition, 40 new voltage 

Table 1 Four-quadrant switching table for conventional DTC algorithm

eФ eT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1
1 V27 V1 V23 V2 V15 V30 V8 V29 V16 V4

0 V29 V16 V27 V1 V23 V2 V15 V4 V30 V8

0
1 V23 V2 V15 V4 V30 V8 V29 V16 V27 V1

0 V4 V30 V8 V29 V16 V27 V1 V23 V2 V15
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vectors can be generated and only ten of them are used in 
the proposed DTC algorithm as shown in Fig. 6. The vec-
tors in red color represent the synthesized voltage vectors. 

The second modification allowing the improvement of 
the classic DTC control is the elaboration of the new com-
mutation table by adjusting the ten sectors of the stator 
flux of the classic DTC control. The first sector is taken 
from 0° to 36° Fig. 7, instead of −18° to 18°. The new com-
mutation table is presented in Table 2.

4.3 Elaboration of the commutation table
The new optimal selection of switching vectors in all 
plane sectors of the stator flux can be represented in the 
form of a Table 2.

4.4 Reconstruction of inverter output currents
In classic DTC, for each active voltage vector, there is only 
one current flowing in the intermediate circuit, which can 
be measured. Table 3 presents, according to the voltage 
vector applied the relationship between the DC bus inter-
mediate circuit current and the phase currents.

By using discrete vector modulation at four intervals 
for each of the ten new active vectors, the five-phase cur-
rents of the motor can be reconstructed Table 4.

From Table 4, it is clear that by knowing the states of 
the inverter switches in the four intervals of each period, 
the actual currents for four phases can be obtained easily. 
Assuming that, Idc1 is the DC bus current measured at the 
end of the first interval, Idc2 is that measured during the 
second interval, Idc3 is that measured at the end of the third 
interval and Idc4 is that measured during the fourth interval. 

The five motor phase currents Ia , Ib , Ic , Id and Ie are given 
as a function of the voltage vector and the DC link cur-
rent in Table 5. An example of a reconstruction sequence 
of phase currents at the application of the voltage vector 
V29,1,16,27 is shown in Fig. 8.

5 Simulation results
The simulation of the proposed diagram of the DTC 
command described in this article is carried out under 
MATLAB/SIMULINK.

The value of the sampling interval of the DTC algo-
rithm adopted in the simulation is Te = 1e − 5.

Fig. 9 illustrates the motor torque variations under the 
proposed control system. At the beginning, the torque ref-
erence is imposed at 20 N m, then a torque reversal occurs 
at 0.5 s, according to the pace we notice that the torque has 
a good dynamic.

Fig. 5 Synoptic diagram of the proposed DTC control

Fig. 6 Selection of the voltage vector according to the sectors of the 
proposed DTC control

Fig. 7 The first sector is taken from 0° to 36°
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Fig. 10 presents the motor speed transient response 
when the torque reference step is applied. The increase 
in speed is fast and reaches its set value of 172 r/min at 
t = 0.09 s. When the torque is inverted, the motor changes 
the rotation direction.

The value of the reference flux is fixed at 1.2 Wb, the 
representation of Fig. 11 shows that the trajectory of the 
stator flux is circular, constant equal to its reference value. 
We also notice that the motor stator flux perfectly follows 
its reference with good dynamics as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the measured and recon-
structed phase current values, respectively. The five wave-
forms may be seen to be similar.

The simulation results of phase current dynamics during 
torque inversion are shown in Fig. 15. We can observe that 
the torque reversal causes a rapid shift in the five currents 
isa , isb , isc , isd , and ise .

Table 2 Switching table for proposed DTC algorithm

eФ eT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1
1 V27,23,27,1 V27,2,1,23 V1,15,23,2 V23,4,2,15 V2,30,15,4 V15,8,4,30 V4,29,30,8 V30,16,8,29 V8,27,29,16 V29,1,16,2

0 V8,27,29,16 V29,1,16,27 V16,23,27,1 V27,2,1,23 V1,15,23,2 V23,4,2,15 V2,30,15,4 V15,8,4,30 V4,29,30,8 V30,16,8,2

0
1 V1,15,23,2 V23,4,2,15 V2,30,15,4 V15,8,4,30 V4,29,30,8 V30,16,8,29 V8,27,29,16 V29,1,16,27 V16,23,27,1 V27,2,1,23

0 V15,8,4,30 V4,29,30,8 V30,16,8,29 V8,27,29,16 V29,1,16,2 V16,23,27,1 V27,2,1,23 V1,15,23,2 V23,4,2,15 V2,30,15,4

Table 3 The currents measured for each voltage vector of the classic DTC

Active Voltage Vector DC-Link current

V16 Ia

V27 −Ic

V1 Ie

V23 −Ib

V2 Id

V15 −Ia

V4 Ic

V30 −Ie

V8 Ib

V29 −Id

Table 4 The currents measured for each voltage vector of the 
proposed DTC

Active 
Voltage 
Vector

1st DC-Link 
current

2nd DC-Link 
current

3rd DC-Link 
current

4th DC-Link 
current

V29,1,16,27 −Id Ie Ia −Ic

V16,23,27,1 Ia −Ib −Ic Ie

V27,2,1,23 −Ic Id Ie −Ib

V1,15,23,2 Ie −Ia −Ib Id

V23,4,2,15 −Ib Ic Id −Ia

V2,30,15,4 Id −Ie −Ia Ic

V15,8,4,30 −Ia Ib Ic −Ie

V4,29,30,8 Ic −Id −Ie Ib

V30,16,8,29 −Ie Ia Ib −Id

V8,27,29,16 Ib −Ic −Id Ia

Table 5 Expressions of phase currents

Active 
Voltage 
Vector 

Ia Ib Ic Id Ie

V29,1,16,27 Idc3

Idc1
−Idc2
−Idc3
+Idc4

−Idc4 −Idc1 Idc2

V16,23,27,1 Idc1 −Idc2 −Idc3

−Idc1
+Idc2
+Idc3
−Idc4

Idc4

V27,2,1,23

Idc1
−Idc2
−Idc3
+Idc4

−Idc4 −Idc1 Idc2 Idc3

V1,15,23,2 −Idc2 −Idc3

−Idc1
+Idc2
+Idc3
−Idc4

Idc4 Idc1

V23,4,2,15 −Idc4 −Idc1 Idc2 Idc3

Idc1
−Idc2
−Idc3
+Idc4

V2,30,15,4 −Idc3

−Idc1
+Idc2
+Idc3
−Idc4

Idc4 Idc1 −Idc2

V15,8,4,30 −Idc1 Idc2 Idc3

Idc1
−Idc2
−Idc3
+Idc4

−Idc4

V4,29,30,8

−Idc1
+Idc2
+Idc3
−Idc4

Idc4 Idc1 −Idc2 −Idc3

V30,16,8,29 Idc2 Idc3

Idc1
−Idc2
−Idc3
+Idc4

−Idc4 −Idc1

V8,27,29,16 Idc4 Idc1 −Idc2 −Idc3

−Idc1
+Idc2
+Idc3
−Idc4
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Fig. 16 shows both measured and reconstructed cur-
rents of phase "a"; as can be seen, they are identical, and 
the error value is almost nil.

6 Conclusion
A modified DTC control strategy for driving an FPIM was 
given in this paper.

The following steps are used to create this modified 
DTC:

• A careful selection of specific allowable switching 
vectors generated by a five-phase voltage inverter; 
by considering just 10 active vectors out of 30, each 
vector allows for the measurement of one of the 
motor's five currents during its application.

Fig. 8 Four interval of proposal DTC and phase currents reconstruction 
example with application of V29,1,16,27 voltage vector

Fig. 9 Motor torque

Fig. 10 Speed motor

Fig. 11 Stator flux circular trajectory

Fig. 12 Stator flux dynamic

Fig. 13 Measured currents
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Appendix
The parameters of the FPIM used in this study are 
as follows:

• Power: Pn = 3.5 Kw,
• Base speed: Nr = 1461 rpm,
• Stator winding resistance: Rs = 2.47 Ω, 
• Rotor winding resistance: Rr = 1.8 Ω, 

• Stator Leakage inductance: Lls = 4 mH, 
• Rotor Leakage inductance: Llr = 4 mH, 
• Mutual inductance: Lm = 0.226 H, 
• Number of pole pairs: p = 2, 
• Moment of inertia: J = 0.09 Kg m2.
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